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Stabile storage of folders or books. Maximum 
load is increased with a support wheel system 
under the trolley. This also makes the trolley easy 
to manoeuvre even with heavy loads.
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FILING TROLLEY, BEECH, THREE FILE SHELVES
Chassis made of 22 mm chrome tubing with rounded edges. 
Hard-wearing wood laminate shelves. Thickness: 19 mm at 
back, 12 mm in shelf panel. One file support per shelf in stan-
dard version. *Available with sturdy load-bearing wheels and 
guide wheels centrally mounted underneath the trolley. This 
makes the trolley easy to turn even with a heavy load. (See small 
picture). Max. load: 150-250 kg depending on wheel system 
used. Four swivel wheels with grey rubber tyres 125x32 mm, ball 
bearing hubs and safety guard. The sturdier type of wheels are 
supplemented with two centrally mounted wheels with grey 
elastic rubber tyres 200x48 mm, ball bearing hubs.

FILING TROLLEY, BEECH, TWO FILE  
SHELVES AND PRODUCT RESTING SHELF
Chassis made of 22 mm chrome tubing with rounded edges. 
Hard-wearing wood laminate shelves. Thickness: 19 mm at 
back, 12 mm in shelf panel. One file support per shelf in stan-
dard version. *Available with sturdy load-bearing wheels and 
guide wheels centrally mounted underneath the trolley. This 
makes the trolley easy to turn even with a heavy load. (See small 
picture). Max. load: 150-250 kg depending on wheel system 
used. Four swivel wheels with grey rubber tyres 125x32 mm, ball 
bearing hubs and safety guard. The sturdier wheels are supple-
mented with two centrally mounted wheels with grey elastic 
rubber tyres 200x48 mm, ball bearing hubs.

Sturdy load-bearing 
wheels and guide wheels

Sturdy load-bearing 
wheels and guide wheels

ACCESSORIES
Art. no.
12200402

Description
Extra file support 

Art. no.
24119452
24119462 
24119465*

Shelves
3
3
3

Length
900
1180
1180

Width
460
460
460

Shelf dim.
725x300

1005x300
1005x300

Height
1280
1280
1340

ACCESSORIES
Art. no.
12200402

Description
Extra file support

Art. no.
24119472
24119482 
24119485*

Shelves
3
3
3

Length
900
1180
1180

Width
460
460
460

Shelf dim.
725x300

1005x300 
1005x300

Height
1280
1280
1340


